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a b s t r a c t
Ab initio quantum mechanical computations suggest that potassium (K) preferentially partitions into
MgSiO3 perovskite (pv) over post-perovskite (ppv) under lower mantle conditions when charge coupled
with trivalent cations of aluminum (Al3+ ) or iron (Fe3+ ). In an Al-bearing MgSiO3 , the equilibrium constant
KD increases with pressure, leveling off at ∼33 at ∼100 GPa and 3000 K. For an Fe-bearing MgSiO3 , KD slowly
increases with pressure reaching a value of ∼8 at core-mantle boundary (CMB) pressures and 3000 K. Our
results imply that a potassium-enriched lowermost mantle layer based on the stability of ppv is unlikely.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Partitioning of long-lived radioactive isotopes (e.g., 40 K, 235 U,
and 232 Th) in the Earth’s interior is important to the thermal
evolution of the Earth as radioactive decay provides an important
source of energy for mantle dynamics. As a consequence, enriched
(or depleted) reservoirs in the mantle inﬂuence the energy balance in geodynamics (Buffett, 2002; Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007).
The recently discovered transition in MgSiO3 from perovskite (pv)
to post-perovskite (ppv) in the lowermost mantle causes a density increase by ∼1–2% between the Mg-endmembers (Murakami
et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004; Shim et al., 2004; Tsuchiya
et al., 2004). In addition, as iron preferentially partitions into ppv
(Caracas and Cohen, 2005; Mao et al., 2004; Ono and Oganov, 2005),
a negatively buoyant Fe-rich ppv layer could play an important
role as a stagnant layer. The negative buoyancy of this dense layer
is a common trait (2–5% more dense than surrounding mantle)
of many proposed thermochemical pile models that accumulate
below mantle upwellings (e.g., Davaille, 1999; Lassak et al., 2007).
Such a dense layer at the base of the mantle based on the ppv
phase could potentially also provide for a global radiogenically
238 U
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enriched or depleted zone. Therefore, the partitioning of potassium
(K) among the phases of the lower mantle is of central importance
to the geochemistry and geodynamics of the deep Earth.
In the crust and upper mantle a number of K-rich phases exist
(e.g., feldspars, micas and amphiboles) (Harlow and Davies, 2004)
and many experiments on high-pressure potassium-rich phases
have been conducted to search for possible lower mantle hosts
for K (Ferroir et al., 2006; Guignot and Andrault, 2004; Nishiyama
et al., 2005; Sueda et al., 2004; Tutti et al., 2001; Wang and
Takahashi, 2000). However, due to the small abundance of potassium, ∼240 ppm by weight (McDonough and Sun, 1995), a K-rich
phase in the mantle is unexpected (Perrillat et al., 2006; Wang and
Takahashi, 1999). Instead, potassium should be incorporated into
one (or more) of the three major solid solutions in the mantle:
iron (Fe) and aluminum (Al)-bearing MgSiO3 in the perovskite or
post-perovskite structure, magnesiowüstite (Mg, Fe)O and calcium
silicate perovskite CaSiO3 (Irifune and Ringwood, 1987; Kesson et
al., 1998; Lee et al., 2004; Murakami et al., 2005; O’Neill and Jeanloz,
1990). As potassium is monovalent, to replace a cation in one of the
three major solid solutions requires coupling to trivalent cations.
The most abundant trivalent cations M3+ in the Earth are iron and
aluminum, both of which we test in this study.
Where potassium resides in the lower mantle may determine
where this potentially important internal heat source is located.
The pv–ppv phase transition is the only phase transition known in
the lower mantle and the ppv bearing D layer could consequently
provide a distinct global reservoir for heat-producing potassium.
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We here explore this possibility by means of ab initio computations on the incorporation of K into MgSiO3 pv and ppv at lower
mantle pressures. In order to incorporate monovalent K into the pv
or ppv structures, we choose to charge couple K+ with Fe3+ or Al3+ ,
the most abundant trivalent cations in the lower mantle that are
incorporated readily in MgSiO3 pv (Frost and Langenhorst, 2002;
Irifune, 1994; Zhang and Oganov, 2006a,b). In the computations
we consider Fe and Al-bearing MgSiO3 perovskites and their corresponding high-pressure polymorphs, Fe and Al-bearing MgSiO3
post-perovskites.
2. Methods
2.1. Supercell computations and energetics
To investigate K partitioning between pv and ppv we consider
the following two reactions composed of oxides and 160-atom silicate supercells:
(Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [pv] + 2MgO
↔ Mg32 Si32 O96 [pv] +

1
1
K2 O + M 2 O3
2
2

(1)

(Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [ppv] + 2MgO
↔ Mg32 Si32 O96 [ppv] +

1
1
K2 O + M 2 O3
2
2

(2)

where M is Fe or Al. Combining reactions (1) and (2) yields a reaction
with only pv and ppv terms:
(Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [pv] + Mg32 Si32 O96 [ppv]
↔ (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [ppv] + Mg32 Si32 O96 [pv]

(3)

where the oxide terms cancel. The energetics of this reaction will
determine how K partitions between pv and ppv. In our computations for perovskite and post-perovskite, two Mg sites are allowed
to have either an iron–potassium or an aluminum–potassium pair
that replaces two Mg atoms at adjacent A (Mg)-sites, in order to
locally charge balance the MgSiO3 based solid solution in pv and
ppv. The pv supercells are based on the orthorhombic Pnma structure and consist of 2 × 2 × 2 (160 atoms) orthorhombic cells. The
ppv supercells are based on the orthorhombic Cmcm structure and
consist of 4 × 1 × 2 (160 atoms) orthorhombic cells.
The electronic structure and energetics of the supercells used
have been calculated by density functional theory (DFT)-based
methods. DFT is exact except for the basic approximation for
exchange and correlation that describes the many-body interactions of electrons in the system. We use the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) (Perdew et al., 1992) for all of our computations in order to assure compatibility of results as well as
to compare with previous computations in the Mg–Fe–Al pv and
ppv solid solutions (Akber-Knutson et al., 2005; Ono and Oganov,
2005; Stackhouse et al., 2007). We use the projector augmented
wave method (PAW) (Kresse and Joubert, 1999) as implemented
in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) (Kresse and
Furthmuller, 1996; Kresse and Hafner, 1993). As we consider high
compressions, resulting in hybridization of low-lying electronic
states, we chose potentials that treat the following electronic shells
as valence: 3p, 3d and 4s for iron; 2p and 3s for magnesium; 3s, 3p
and 4s for potassium; 3s and 3p for aluminum and silicon; and 2s
and 2p for oxygen. These potentials have been used successfully by
previous studies (Oganov and Ono, 2004; Ono and Oganov, 2005;
Stackhouse et al., 2007). For the iron-bearing silicates, we perform
spin-polarized computations.

Fig. 1. (Top) Crystal structure of 160-atom supercell of (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 perovskite projected along b-axis. (Bottom) Crystal structure of 160-atom supercell of
(Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 post-perovskite projected along the c-axis. The red atom represents K. The three nearest-neighbor M atoms are represented by blue, green and
yellow, with nn distances increasing. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

To establish the energetics of partitioning we must assure that
absolute energies are well converged with respect to computational parameters. For the plane wave computations the critical
computational parameters are the cut-off energy for the expansion
of the charge density in a plane wave basis (Ecut ) and the number of reciprocal space vectors at which the Kohn–Sham equations
are solved (k-points). For the 160 atom supercell convergence to
within 3 meV/atom for absolute internal energies is achieved with
Ecut = 1000 eV and a single k-point ().
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We have performed computations over a wide compression range from over-expanded to highly compressed volumes
(V = 120–180 Å3 ). The energy–volume relations for the silicate
supercells are ﬁt with a Birch–Murnaghan equation of state (Birch,
1952).
2.2. Thermodynamics of potassium partitioning
In order to determine thermodynamic phase stability as well
as partitioning, we compute the Gibbs free energy G = E + PV − TS
for (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 , where E is the internal energy computed
from static ab initio computations, P is pressure determined from
the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state, V is volume, T is temperature and S is entropy, composed of two parts: the vibrational
Svib and conﬁgurational Sconf . Enthalpy H comprises the ﬁrst two
terms of the above expression for Gibbs free energy and is used
in this study, since the computations are performed under static
conditions at 0 K. Additionally, as a previous study (Tsuchiya et
al., 2005) found that the vibrational density of states and resulting thermodynamic properties of pv and ppv are nearly identical,
we neglect the Svib contribution to the entropy. We choose to keep
the pairs of M3+ –K+ adjacent for local charge balance (Stackhouse
et al., 2007). Since each pair could be placed in any pair of Mg
sites in the supercell, there is a conﬁgurational entropy contribution to the free energy. However, as the number of Mg sites are the
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same for both pv and ppv structures, the conﬁgurational entropy
terms cancel for the reaction between (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 pv and ppv
(reaction (3)).
The equilibrium constant of potassium (KD ) between pv and
ppv is deﬁned by the thermodynamics relation below, where kB
is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature. Using Henry’s Law,
we determine the equilibrium constant KD in terms of a ratio of the
mole concentrations of K in pv (xK,pv ) and in ppv (xK,ppv ) (Table 2):
KD ≡ exp

 −G 
kB T

=

(xK,pv )(1 − xK,ppv )
(xK,ppv )(1 − xK,pv )

(4)

where instead of G we use H assuming the entropy terms cancel,
following the arguments above.
2.3. Nearest-neighbor conﬁgurations
To check the validity of using a single nearest-neighbor (nn)
A–A site (i.e., nominally between the Mg sites) pair for the
trivalent–monovalent substitution, we compute the internal energies for three different nn distances. The three nn pairs are nearly
orthogonal to each other, along a, b and c axes from the reference
K atom (Fig. 1). Their distances are 2.96 (2.45), 3.20 (3.28) and
4.06 (4.19) Å for MgSiO3 in the pv (ppv) structure respectively near
CMB pressures (unit-cell volume of 120 Å3 ). For these three conﬁgurations the internal energies are within ∼2 meV/atom, within

Table 1
Birch–Murnaghan equation of state parameters for the pure Mg-endmember, Fe and Al-bearing perovskite and post-perovskite (Birch, 1952). Uncertainties (measure of
goodness of Birch–Murnaghan ﬁts) are given in parentheses. K concentration in the last column is in wt% ppm. V0 is the zero pressure unit-cell volume of pv or ppv (20
atoms), K0 is the bulk modulus at zero pressure, its pressure derivative K0 and the minimum energy E0 per unit cell.

Perovskite
Mg32 Si32 O96
(Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96
(Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96
MgSiO3

(Mg0.9375 Al0.0625 ) (Si0.9375 Al0.0625 )O3

MgSiO3
(Mg0.5 Fe0.5 )SiO3
MgSiO3
(Mg0.9 Fe0.1 )SiO3
(Mg0.8 Fe0.2 )SiO3
MgSiO3
MgSiO3 with 5 mol% AlO1.5
Post-perovskite
Mg32 Si32 O96
(Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96
(Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96
MgSiO3

(Mg0.9375 Al0.0625 ) (Si0.9375 Al0.0625 )O3

MgSiO3
(Mg0.5 Fe0.5 )SiO3
a

K0 held constant.

V0 (Å3 )

K0 (GPa)

K0

E0 (eV)

This study
This study
This study
Theory, GGA
(Akber-Knutson et al.,
2005)
Theory, GGA
(Akber-Knutson et al.,
2005)
Theory, GGA (Caracas
and Cohen, 2005)
Theory, GGA (Caracas
and Cohen, 2005)
Experiment (Mao et al.,
1991)
Experiment (Mao et al.,
1991)
Experiment (Mao et al.,
1991)
Experiment (Walter et
al., 2004)
Experiment (Walter et
al., 2004)

167.49 (0.02)
168.78 (0.02)
168.45 (0.02)
167

231 (1)
230 (1)
230 (1)
235

3.94 (0.02)
3.96 (0.02)
3.96 (0.01)
3.84

−139.967 (0.002)
−139.699 (0.002)
−139.599 (0.002)

This study
This study
This study
Theory, GGA
(Akber-Knutson et al.,
2005)
Theory, GGA
(Akber-Knutson et al.,
2005)
Theory, GGA (Caracas
and Cohen, 2005)
Theory, GGA (Caracas
and Cohen, 2005)

167.82 (0.04)
169.45 (0.04)
169.15 (0.06)
167.32

K concentration
(wt% ppm)
0
∼12,000
∼12,100
0

167.44

232

3.86

0

163.12

232

3.86

0

170.68

231

4.03

0

261 (4)

4a

0

162.79 (0.08)

261 (4)

a

4

0

163.53 (0.10)

261 (4)

4a

0

162.49 (0.07)

162.47

267.3 (6.9)

4a

0

162.95

268.9 (7.0)

4a

0

199 (1)
195 (1)
195 (1)
204

4.33 (0.03)
4.38 (0.03)
4.38 (0.04)
4.18

−139.085 (0.003)
−138.817 (0.003)
−138.654 (0.004)

0
∼12,000
∼12,100
0

167.16

207

4.18

0

163.2

203

4.19

0

170.96

206

4.23

0
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the convergence limit of the computations. Conﬁgurations at larger
neighbor distances are not expected to yield favorable energetics
due to the requirement of local charge balance (Stackhouse et al.,
2007; Zhang and Oganov, 2006b).
3. Results
3.1. Birch–Murnaghan equations of state
The equations of state of the (Fe, K) and (Al, K)-bearing
silicates are similar, and show a slight increase in the zeropressure volume V0 relative to MgSiO3 pv and ppv, while the
zero-pressure bulk modulus K0 and its pressure derivative K0 is
virtually unchanged (Table 1), similar to other doped MgSiO3 perovskites (Akber-Knutson et al., 2005; Caracas and Cohen, 2005;
Walter et al., 2004) and post-perovskites (Akber-Knutson et al.,
2005; Caracas and Cohen, 2005). We also determine the transition
pressure at static conditions for pv to ppv for each composition

and ﬁnd 97, 103 and 107 GPa for MgSiO3 , (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 and
(Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 , respectively. This suggests that the addition of
K charge coupled with Al or Fe stabilizes pv over ppv. As the
addition of Fe into pv tends to decrease the pv–ppv transition
pressure (Caracas and Cohen, 2005; Zhang and Oganov, 2006b)
while the addition of Al tends to increase the pv–pp transition
pressure (Akber-Knutson et al., 2005; Caracas and Cohen, 2005),
K increases the transition pressure but less so in the Fe-bearing
pv.
3.2. Local structure around K, Fe and Al
We compare the pressure-dependent distances between the
nearest-neighbor trivalent–monovalent pairs with those between
nearest Mg–Mg pairs in the pure endmembers (Fig. 2a). For
all volumes investigated, the K-bearing pv phases show shorter
nearest-neighbor distances than the pure Mg endmember. The
nearest-neighbor distance between magnesium atoms in the

Fig. 2. (a) Nearest-neighbor distances of trivalent–monovalent pairs Fe3+ –K+ in (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 (squares) and Al3+ –K+ in (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 (triangles) in the pv (closed
symbols) and ppv (open symbols) structures vs. volume compared to the Mg endmember (circles). Along the top axis, corresponding pressures for the Mg endmember pv
are given. Lines represent the best linear ﬁt to the Mg-endmembers. (b) Distances between K–O in (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 (squares) and in (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 (triangles) compared
to Mg–O in the Mg endmember (circles). (c) Corresponding Fe–O (squares), Al–O (triangles) distances as well as Mg–O for the Mg endmember (circles) are plotted for
comparison.
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Mg-endmember ppv is nearly equal to the nearest-neighbor
distances in K-bearing ppv. This suggests that there may be
some geometric restriction in ppv to the Fe3+ –K+ or Al3+ –K+
pairs. The energetics support this observation as discussed
below.
To compare the dodecahedral space potassium takes up in the
pv or ppv structure, we show the nearest O neighbor, K–O distance
in the (Fe, K) and (Al, K)-bearing silicates with that of the Mg–O
distance of the Mg endmembers (Fig. 2b). As expected, we ﬁnd that
K takes up a larger space than the Mg.
This larger space is compensated by a reduced space used by
the paired Fe+3 or Al+3 cation (Fig. 2c). Al in pv reduces the Asite considerably, and there is a parallel trend in Al–O distances
to Mg–O under compression. Fe in pv has a slightly smaller FeO distance near ambient compression; at high compression it
approaches that of Mg-O. This is approximately consistent with
expected trends from ionic radii (Shannon and Prewitt, 1969). Al–O
distances in ppv are considerably smaller than the equilibrium
Mg–O distances, but begin to converge at high compression. At
large volumes, far outside the stability range of the ppv phase,
the Al–O distance decreases with increasing volume. The Fe–O
distances, in contrast, stay approximately constant over a wide
compression range (130–170 Å3 ) ﬁrst with a larger distance than
the Mg–O then a smaller distance. At the smallest volume considered (120 Å3 , ∼150 GPa) the Fe–O distance decreases signiﬁcantly.
This drop can be rationalized by the loss of magnetism in iron
at 120 Å3 (see below), which is essentially constant at the other
volumes investigated (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 3. H per atom vs. pressure for reaction (3): (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [ppv] +
Mg32 Si32 O96 [pv] ↔ (Mg30 MK)Si32 O96 [pv] + Mg32 Si32 O96 [ppv]. The solid curve corresponds to M = Fe and the dashed curve to M = Al. Negative H values correspond to
K preferring the pv structures, whereas positive H values correspond to K favoring
ppv structures. The two vertical lines indicate to the pressures of the upper–lower
mantle boundary (∼24 GPa) and the core-mantle boundary (∼136 GPa).

3.3. Magnetization of Fe-bearing pv and ppv
The (Fe, K)-bearing phases remain in the high-spin state, with
the magnetization decreasing from ∼3.94 (3.87) B at 170 Å3 to
∼3.87 (3.90) B at 130 Å3 in pv (ppv). For the Fe–K ppv, we ﬁnd
a sudden drop in the magnetization, from 3.90 to 2.47 B , between
130 and 120 Å3 (corresponding to pressures of 93 and 145 GPa,
respectively) while for pv the magnetic moment at 120 Å3 (3.87 B )
is consistent with the larger volumes. This high-spin to low-spin
transition is reﬂected in a decreased space that the Fe3+ takes up in
the Fe–K ppv (Fig. 2c).
3.4. Reactions energetics and partitioning
We compute the difference in enthalpy H in the equilibrium
reaction (3) (Fig. 3, Table 2). At 0 K, we ﬁnd that at all mantle
pressures, K prefers the pv over ppv structure for both the Fe and
Al-bearing silicate, with Fe making ppv slightly more receptive to
K than the Al-bearing counterpart. For the (Fe, K)-bearing reaction,
we ﬁnd the H ∼ 0.54 eV, in contrast with a H ∼ 0.89 eV for the (Al,
K)-bearing reaction (Table 2). This suggests stronger K partitioning

Fig. 4. Equilibrium constant, KD vs. pressure between (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 (squares)
and between (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 (triangles) pv and ppv computed at 3000 K
(ﬁlled) and 5000 K (open), respectively. Thick vertical lines represent boundaries between the upper and lower mantle (∼24 GPa) and the core and mantle
(∼136 GPa).

Table 2
Differences in enthalpy H and equilibrium constant KD of potassium between pv and ppv reaction (3) for (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 and (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 . KD values of less than 1
indicate better K solubility in ppv than pv. Increasing the temperature decreases KD for a given silicate composition (note: KD = 1 as T → ∞), thus allowing more K to partition
into the ppv structure.
P (GPa)

H (Fe, K) (eV)

KD (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 at
3000 K

KD (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 at
5000 K

H (Al, K) (eV)

KD (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 at
3000 K

KD (Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 at
5000 K

0
25
50
75
100
110
120
130
150

0.001
−0.265
−0.383
−0.449
−0.494
−0.510
−0.525
−0.540
−0.569

1.0
2.8
4.4
5.7
6.8
7.2
7.6
8.1
9.0

1.0
1.9
2.4
2.8
3.1
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.7

−0.498
−0.774
−0.872
−0.904
−0.908
−0.906
−0.902
−0.897
−0.887

6.9
19.9
29.2
33.0
33.5
33.2
32.7
32.1
30.9

3.2
6.0
7.6
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.1
8.0
7.8
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in the Al-bearing pv than the Fe-bearing pv at a given temperature.
At high temperatures, the equilibrium constant KD remains
essentially ﬂat over the pressures of the lower mantle (Table 2,
Fig. 4). At 3000 K, KD is ∼33 over lower mantle pressures for
(Mg30 AlK)Si32 O96 but decreases to <10 at 5000 K. The equilibrium
constant KD for (Mg30 FeK)Si32 O96 slowly increases at both 3000
and 5000 K to ∼8 and ∼3 at lowermost mantle pressures, respectively.

4. Discussion and conclusions
We ﬁnd that although potassium is a large atom at ambient conditions, when charge-coupled with trivalent Fe or Al and used to
replace two adjacent Mg atoms, the combination can be accommodated into the pv structure (Fig. 2). This is similar to partitioning
studies by Andrault (2003) which found that the pv structure can
hold a variety of trivalent cations. Andrault concluded, however,
that on the basis of relatively low partitioning of Na+ into pv that
K+ would also be low due to its large size. We ﬁnd otherwise, when
K+ is coupled with trivalent Fe and Al.
Experiments on natural samples give diverging results on the
host of alkali metal-bearing phases of the lower mantle. Multianvil experiments on a pyrolitic sample at uppermost lower
mantle pressures found that Na prefers magnesiowüstite (mw) over
pv (Tronnes and Frost, 2002). High-pressure, high-temperature
diamond-anvil cell quench experiments on a pyrolite composition
(Kesson et al., 1998) show that potassium prefers CaSiO3 (cpv) at
70 and 135 GPa. Sodium, on the other hand, is also detected in
pv (trace amounts) and mw at mid-mantle pressures, but only in
mw and cpv at 135 GPa (Kesson et al., 1998). On the other hand,
Murakami et al. (2005) ﬁnd that Na goes into all three lower mantle phases: pv, mw and cpv, although preferably into mw. Upon the
transition of the pv to ppv, Na is continued to be measured in ppv.
With the diversity of results from experiments, computations can
shed additional light on the partitioning of K between lower mantle
phases. Our results provide a ﬁrst step in this process and computations on partitioning of potassium among all mantle phases
will supplement the current results. Additionally, how K partitions
between the mantle phases and the underlying iron-rich core will
give additional information on heat distribution throughout the
deep Earth.
The coupling of potassium with that of trivalent Fe or Al may
also be enhanced due to the expected high amount of ferric
iron available in the lower mantle as suggested by high-pressure
experiments (Frost and Langenhorst, 2002; Frost et al., 2004) and
measurements on samples from deep in the Earth (McCammon,
2005).
Our results imply that potassium is preferentially partitioned
into pv in the Earth’s mantle, which makes an enriched lowermost
mantle layer based on the stability of ppv unlikely. Even if a dense
layer of Fe-rich ppv could be maintained at depth due to preferential partitioning of Fe into ppv (Caracas and Cohen, 2005; Mao
et al., 2004; Ono and Oganov, 2005) it would not be enriched in
potassium.
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